ABSTRACT The collaboration of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has stimulated the emergence of a novel wireless network paradigm named UAV network. UAV network, compared with uncoordinated UAV systems could provide wider coverage, better monitoring, and understanding of the interested area, and smarter decision-making. However, realizing the full potential of UAV network in dynamic environments poses great challenges in topology/flocking control, energy conservation, and quality of service guarantee. In this backdrop, this paper proposes a swarm intelligence-inspired autonomous flocking control scheme for UAV networks. First, based on the concept of intelligent emergence of swarm agents, a swarm intelligenceinspired multi-layer flocking control scheme is built for the flocking control problem. Second, an integrated sensing and communication method is put forward to regulate how a UAV can calculate its distances to its neighbors and its deflection angle. Finally, a series of experiments are conducted on our simulator developed on OMNeT++ and the flocking prototype to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The simulation and experimental results have shown that the proposed scheme could realize efficient flocking control with low energy consumption and satisfied the quality of service.
need a UAV maintain high-speed wireless links with its neighbors or collaborators. This means that UAV nodes can only cooperate in the air over a broadband wireless network, instead of relying on a narrow-band wireless communication system via a ground control system [2] . For Flying ad hoc networks (FANETs) [5] using broadband Ad Hoc network technology, the system cannot predict and effectively control the node to move regularly in a complex environment due to the inherent randomness of both the transmission environment and the mobility of UAVs. Thus, in this circumstance, efficiently maintaining the topology of the UAVN based on pre-defined hierarchical structure while ensuring the communication quality (i.e. QoS) of the wireless links in the network with acceptable energy consumption is very difficult.
To bridge this gap, the UAVs in a UAVN need to jointly coordinate their movement to maintain mutual highbandwidth wireless links and the coordination process fulfills four requirements. First, the distance between two neighbor UAVs should be close enough to reduce the attenuation of wireless transmission and thus to maintain a certain QoS level. Second, the distance between any two UAVs should be not too close to avoid potential collision. Third, each UAV should autonomously adjust its own flying status since no central control facility exists. This is due to the fact that the use of centralized optimization control methods, such as genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, etc., will bring extremely high computational complexity and large traffic, which will make real-time control of UAV network nodes infeasible [6] . Last but not least, the flight attitude control process should not consume much energy.
To meet these requirements, swarm intelligence [7] is a feasible way if each autonomous UAV acts as an intelligent agent. Each agent makes decisions about its own next move based on its distances to its neighbors, QoS restricts, and current transmission environment. As a whole, all UAVs can maintain a robust topology with a high degree of selforganization and self-adaptation. Ideally, a UAVN could have a flocking behavior like a swarm of birds or fishes [8] . When a UAVN has the characteristics of flocking, each UAV in it satisfies the following features: it can keep connections with other UAVs without being an isolated node; it will not collide with other UAVs; it can share common motion trends with its group; in the case of a certain signal-to-noise ratio, it autonomously perceives, calculates, and controls its distances to certain adjacent nodes, and make necessary move with the least energy consumption.
In this paper, to achieve flocking in UAVNs, a swarm intelligence-inspired multi-layer flocking control (SIMFC) scheme is put forward. Firstly, the flocking control problem in UAVN is formulated, and our flocking control scheme based on multi-layer network model is presented. Secondly, an integrated sensing and communication method is put forward to regulate how a UAV can calculate its distances to its neighbors and its deflection angle. Finally, a simulator is developed on OMNeT++ [9] , and a flocking prototype is constructed using off-the-shelf DJI M100 drones to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Our contributions in this paper is threefold. First, the flocking control problem in UAVNs is formally stated as an iterative optimization problem, in which the QoS requirement and energy consumption factors are included. Second, a swarm intelligenceinspired multi-layer flocking control scheme is developed and introduced in detail. Third, a simulator and a prototype for UAVN are developed based on OMNeT++ and DJI drones respectively, and a series of experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our proposal.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II summarizes related work. Section III formulates the problem and illustrates our topology control scheme. Section IV details the integrated method of communication and sensing. Section V presents the simulation and experiments and analyzes the results. Section VI concludes the paper in brief.
II. RELATED WORK
A lot of research on the issues of QoS for UAV network, such as [10] , [11] , focus on the transmission control of UAV networks, hoping to improve the performance of FANET [2] by ameliorating the MAC layer [12] , network layer [13] or hybrid routing [14] and hierarchical routing [15] in traditional wireless networks, and the use of power control, smart antenna and other technologies. However, it still cannot achieve the expected guarantee and obtain of the QoS for UAV network.
Reynolds proposed the flocking model in his pioneering work in 1986, which has three heuristic rules that led to creation of the first computer animation of flocking [8] . Reynolds' three flocking rules include: 1) Cohesion: attempt to stay close to nearby nodes; 2) Separation: avoid collisions with nearby nodes; 3) Alignment: attempt to match velocity with nearby nodes. This has motivated and guided many flocking theoretical models. Recently, there has been a surge of interest in consensus problems due to [16] , [17] , and so on. Although the objectives that these theories aim at are different, the flocking, with its simplistic and effective framework, has been widely adopted as the coordination scheme in multi-agent systems [18] , [19] .
There has been a lot of research on the flocking control of multi UAVs. From the control structure perspective for multi UAVs, the existing flocking control approaches can be classified into the centralized method, where a single controller is used to control the whole team based on the information from the whole team [20] and the distributed/ decentralized method, where each team member generates its own control based on local information from its neighbors [21] . The centralized flocking control can be a good strategy for a small team of UAVs. When considering a team with a large number of UAVs, the need for greater computational capacity and a large communication bandwidth would mandate a distributed/decentralized control. From the control mechanism perspective, flocking control approaches can be classified into consensus-based approaches [22] , [23] , artificial potential function-based approaches [24] , [25] , and leader-follower approaches [26] , [27] . Consensus-based approaches convert the flocking control problem into the consensus (or stability) problem of relative positions and velocities of multi-agents. They achieve formation stability based on graph theory and consensus. However, inter-vehicle collisions are not considered. Artificial potential functionbased approaches apply the negative gradient of a mixture of attractive and repulsive potential functions as control inputs to satisfy the convergence and non-collision properties, respectively. The main drawback of this type of approaches is the appearance of equilibrate, where the composite vector field vanishes and the UAVs can get trapped at undesired equilibrium points. Leader-follower approaches simplify the formation problem into individual tracking problems. The main disadvantage is that the leader is a single point of failure for the formation. Moreover, [28] , [29] use visual aids to solve the flocking control problem without GPS or GPS failure, which can reduce the communication load caused by explicit communication. But it also brings higher computational complexity and cost. VOLUME 7, 2019 Particularly, we proposed a distributed flocking model (DFM) in [30] to make the UAV network have the flocking characteristic by means of a leader-follower. However, the DFM method only used the Wi-Fi communication method based on ad hoc. In which the scalability was not strong, and the collision problem between nodes had not been studied in depth. Considering the limited computing, communication and energy capabilities of the UAV and the problem of real-time control, this paper hopes to reduce the complexity of the flocking control from the structure, and integrates the method of artificial potential function and leader-follower approaches to implement the flocking control method of UAV network, and provide performance and low cost technology for ensuring network QoS.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SCHEME DESIGN
This section states the problem first, and then presents our flocking control scheme. 
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT 1) SYSTEM MODEL
In the application scenarios where multiple UAVs are involved and work collaboratively, a consistent hierarchical structure is usually adopted and maintained by a flocking control scheme to better regulate the communications among UAVs. A two-layer instance of this scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 , where UAVs in the first layer is labeled with L 1x , and those in the lower layer is named F xy , where x, y refers to the indices of the UAVs in the first and second layers respectively. To be specific, the ith UAV in the first layer is labeled with L 1i , and the jth UAV in the second layer associated with the ith UAV in the first layer is called F ij in Figure 1 . The UAVs in the first layer are also called leaders, and followers refer to UAVs in the second layer. In Figure 1 , a leader UAV is usually connected to a few followers. For instance, L 11 , L 12 , L 13 have i, j, and k followers respectively in Figure 1 . The leader-follower relationship is established by wireless linking among two UAVs. Besides, wireless links are also maintained among the first-layer UAVs to ensure the connectivity of the UAVN. In this layered architecture, a flocking control scheme aims to maintain the hierarchical structure of the network in a way that some specific QoS-level could be maintained on the wireless links among UAVs without the least energy consumption.
To state the flocking control problem, we make the following assumptions about the multi-UAV systems. a) Each UAV could calculate its own wireless communication states and maneuver, and acquire its location information lon, lat, height and flying status speed, angle, omega , in real time through sensors. b) A multi-layer hierarchical structure could be constructed through extending the layers in the architecture shown in Figure 1 . In other words, a follower Figure 1 could be at the same time a leader for a few UAVs in the third layer, and so forth.
c) IEEE 802.11 standards (or Wi-Fi for short) is the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol adopted in the UAVNs.
d) The UAVs at the same layer fly at the same altitude, and use the communication frequency, while UAVs at different layers fly at the different heights. The interference between UAVs at the first and the second layers could be neglected due to their heights differences. e) One of the UAVs in the first layer acts as the root of the UAVN shown in Figure 1 , and it decides the moving direction and trajectory of the UAVN. f) To ensure the QoS of a wireless link, the distance between the two UAVs of this link must be less than a distance threshold R max . In the case where the distance between two UAVs is smaller than R max , the QoS of their mutual wireless link can be guaranteed.
g) The distance between any two UAVs should not smaller than a safe distance threshold R min to avoid collisions.
For the simplicity of expression, the leaders and followers will be referred to be L-node and F-node for short in the following analysis. The network constructed by all the L-nodes is called the backbone of the UAVN, and each sub-network consists of a leader and its followers will be called a cluster for short.
2) TRACKING MODEL
Based on the idea of swarm intelligence, especially Reynolds' Boid model [8] , we build a model (shown in Figure 2 ) to study the flocking control problem of the UAVNs. In Figure 2 , r 1 (r 2 ) is the minimum (maximum) safe distance R min (R max ) between any two UAVs.
According to the theory of swarm intelligence, in order to guarantee the QoS of wireless links, any pair of UAVs should satisfy the three principles of Boid model (cohesion, separation, and alignment). An L-node of the first layer can determine its own flight trajectory according to the task and environmental status, and its associated F-nodes needs to adjust their own distance and flight direction according to the L-node's state information. As shown in Figure 2 , for an L-node L 11 , its associated F-nodes should be in the annular shadow region centered at L 11 . The F-nodes need to adjust their flying status once L 11 changes its position, and the distance between node L and node F should satisfy:
where d fl is the distance between the F node and the L node. If all UAVs follow this rule in the whole moving trajectory, the UAVN can maintain its inertia and a relatively stable state [31] . But in practice, L-nodes and F-nodes could not always keep at the desired position due to many environmental factors. For example, when the speed or course of an L-node or an F-node is changed due to external factors (such as the change of wind direction and/or speed), if the other one fails to adjust in time, it will result in the changes of overall system state. A collision or network disruption may happen in this circumstance Thus, it is necessary for all F-nodes to monitor the status change in time and make autonomous adjustments when the state of the system changes. Therefore, the QoS-guaranteed flocking control model must adopt the following control strategy: a) During the movement, when the flying status of an L-node changes, its associated F-nodes should adjust their status accordingly. b) When F-node falls to the region of d fl < r 1 or d fl > r 2 , F should self-perceive and adjust to enter the appropriate range centered on L as soon as possible.
3) COLLISION AVOIDANCE
The regulation model in the above section could avoid the collision between a pair of L-node and F-node. Furthermore, the collision risk between F-nodes should also be taken into consideration. For an F-node F ki following L 1k , its neighbor nodes set is assumed to be N i , and all the F-nodes in N i follow the same L-node L 1k . In order to avoid collision, node F ki and any neighbor node F kj should satisfy:
where d ij is the distance between node F ki and node F kj .
If (2) is not satisfied, F ki needs to make an autonomous adjustment to restore (2) . As shown in Figure 3 , there is no danger of colliding with other nodes for F k5 and F k6 as they have no neighboring nodes. As for node F k2 , it is adjacent to nodes F k1 , F k3 , and F k4 . When F k2 is too close to F k1 , F k3 , and F k4 , there is a danger of collision. So F k2 should move autonomously to ensure that the collision will not happen. In other words, each F-node needs to autonomously calculate the combined influence of neighboring nodes to avoid collision.
B. MULTI-LAYER FLOCKING CONTROL SCHEME
To realize the collision avoidance discussed in the above section, this section introduces the multi-layer flocking control scheme. For a F-node F ki , assume its current location is q i , and the current location of its associated L-node L 1k is q L . The set of threat nodes for F ki , called T i , is defined as:
where d ij = q i − q j indicates the distance between node F ki and F kj . The field where other nodes have a collision threat to this node is defined as the potential field, and the size of the threat is calculated by the potential function. For a node F ki , the potential function that defines the influence of other nodes on this node has two parts: φ F ki and its leader L 1k should satisfy (1). We define:
Obviously, in (4) , when the distance between F ki and L 1k satisfies (1), the potential function is 0. In other words, F ki does not need to adjust its relative position with respect VOLUME 7, 2019 to L 1k . When the distance between F ki and L 1k is less than r 1 or greater than r 2 , the potential function is greater than 0. At this time, node F ki needs to adjust its position to satisfy (1) . The larger the potential function is, the greater the adjustment will be. b) Potential function φ threat ij For the node F ki and any threat neighbor node F kj (F kj ∈ T i ), according to the definition of T i , it can be known that d ij < r 1 . According to (2) , φ threat ij can be defined as:
Similar to (4), in (5), the closer the distance between F ki and F kj is, the larger the potential function is. At this time, F ki needs to adjust its flying status with a large amplitude.
Based on (4) and (5), the goal of F ki is to reduce the potential function to zero as quickly as possible. When the values of the potential functions of all nodes in the network are 0, the QoS of UAVN can be guaranteed. The velocity which can reduce the potential function φ is v i = −k ∂φ ∂q i , the velocity vector for all potential functions can be added as:
where k 1 and k 2 are the speed reconciliation parameters, and the parameter size is related to the maximum flying speed. Since F ki must satisfy the alignment principle with its associated L-node, F ki needs to follow L 1k 's trajectory. The target speed of F ki is:
where v L is the speed of L 1k , and α is the speed limit parameter. Assuming the maximum flying speed is v max , then:
The use of the threat set T i makes any node only needs to acquire the information of its neighboring nodes whose distances are within its threat range. This can effectively reduce the information sharing frequency between the node and its adjacent nodes. For the information of an L-node, if its location and status information change rapidly, the frequency of information sharing must be increased too. When the position and state change slowly or periodically, such as the case that the root node cruises at a fixed speed, that is, the linear velocity and angular velocity ω remains unchanged. Then the L-node's speed v L in (7) can be expressed as:
where |v L0 | is the fixed cruising speed of the root node, θ 0 is the initial yaw angle when the node enters the flight phase with angular velocity ω, and t is the time of the flight phase from the node entering the angular velocity ω.
The process for UAVs to calculate their flight parameters and adjust their trajectories is described in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, the location and status information of F ki s L-node L 1k and its neighbor nodes is taken as the inputs 
. adjust its flight using v of algorithm. F ki calculates the potential function between itself and L 1k , using the latest information (line 1-2) and the potential function with neighboring nodes (line 3-6). The speed of the L-node is calculated based on L 1k 's status (line 7-10). Finally, F ki calculates its adjustment velocity v and the algorithm is performed periodically on all follower nodes in the UAVN.
Since the UAV is battery powered, energy consumption issues must be considered. For a UAV with mass m, the total flying energy that it consumes to traverse distance d is [32] :
wherev is the induced velocity required for a given thrust T , v is the average ground speed of the UAV, g is the gravitational constant and f d is the drag force that depends on the air speed, density of air, and the drag coefficient, η is the power efficiency of the UAV. Here we can assume thatv and v are approximately constant, then the energy consumed by the UAV is proportional to the distance it travels. In order to save the energy consumption of the flocking control scheme, each UAV needs to select the moving action towards its anticipated position with the least energy need.
IV. INTEGRATED METHOD OF COMMUNICATION AND SENSING
In the flocking algorithm presented in the above section, the flying status of a follower's leader node and neighbors are assumed to be known. To obtain these status information, in this section, we need to figure out how each UAV can acquire the information and calculate its distances to other UAVs and the deflection between nodes. In order to calculate the potential function, a UAV needs to perceive the existence of other UAVs and their relative orientation. We can obtain the spatial coordinates of L-nodes and F-nodes through the positioning system, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) or BeiDou [33] , and calculate their distance. However, the use of high-precision satellite positioning equipment may raise the price of the UAVs, and more importantly, these devices are not available on many offthe-shelf drones. On the other hand, adopting low-precision satellite positioning equipment with large positioning errors cannot ensure the precision of distance calculation. To our best knowledge, almost no cheap sensors that can directly achieve the research goals of this paper exist for now. Highend sensors, such as expensive radars or lasers have strong directionality to achieve the desired effect. But they will further promote the price of the UAVN. Therefore, we rely on Wi-Fi signals to realize distance calculation. This is due to the fact that each Wi-Fi device can be treated as a sensor that transmits Wi-Fi signals evenly to all directions in a 3D space. In other words, Wi-Fi has both the communication and positioning functions. In close-range situations, Wi-Fi can provide accurate signal indication for node collision avoidance.
A. WI-FI BASED DISTANCE ESTIMATION
In the case of a long distance (such as when the distance is greater than r 1 ), the distance and orientation information provided by the low-precision satellite positioning device can be used. When the distance between two UAVs is relatively close (for example, when the distance is less than r 2 ), the Wi-Fi signals can be utilized to provide more accurate distance estimation.
Considering that the wireless signal of Wi-Fi can basically cover the sphere space centered on the transmitter, there have been many researches and applications in Wi-Fi based distance estimation [34] . The Received Signal Strength (RSS) received by the receiver can reflect the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The distance d can be expressed with respect to the received RSS value as [34] :
where A is apparent transmission power, q is a parameter describing attenuation properties of the environment, and w is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable used for modeling the shadow fading. An F-node can infer its distance to the L-node by its RSS. Therefore, we use the Wi-Fi signal as a fullrange distance sensor. As long as the relationship between the distance d between two UAVs and the received RSS strength of Wi-Fi can be measured in a specific environment, the value of d can be obtained from the obtained RSS value. Assuming that rss max is the signal strength value corresponding to the distance r 1 , then the threat nodes set T i in section III can be expressed as:
In addition, due to the energy-saving technologies used by advanced Wi-Fi technology and the difference in each Wi-Fi chip, there is a big difference in the measured RSS values. We can use exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) (shown in (13)) to smooth the acquired RSS values. (13) where ERSS i is the ith estimated value, SRSS i is the ith measured value, and α is the weight coefficient. Therefore, the measured numerical fluctuations will not have a remarkable impact on the distance prediction.
B. OPTIMIZATION CONTROL METHODS
Each node actively sends its own location and other information through the communication protocol. To be specific, an L-node actively broadcasts its own location and other status information to its followers; each UAV actively sends its location information to the UAVs in its threat set. To control the broadcasting overhead, a few time periods are defined here. The calculation period T 0 is defined as the time interval during which a UAV performs the autonomous decision calculation; the threat information broadcast period T 1 is the time interval during which a UAV sends its position to the node in its threat matrix; the L-node broadcast period T 2 refers to the time interval during which the L-node broadcasts its location and status information to its followers. Section III has analyzed the cruise mode of the L-node and its impact on the information sharing frequency. In order to further save the communication resources and energy consumption, we divide the broadcast period T 2 of an L-node into a short period T 21 and a long period T 22 (T 22 > T 21 ). When the flying state (direction, speed, and etc.) of the L-node changes rapidly, the information is sent to its followers with a short period T 21 . In contrast, when the flying state of the L-node changes slowly or periodically, the long period T 22 is used to broadcasts the information. In particular, in the process of broadcasting in long period T 22 , when the L-node changes from one state to another (such as a change in the angular velocity ω), information should be immediately sent to its associated F-nodes, and the cycle timer should be reset. The related process is described in the communication control algorithm (Algorithm 2) of the flocking control scheme.
In Algorithm 2, an L-node only needs to broadcast its information periodically (line 5-6) and the selection of the periodic time is based on the flying status of itself (line 7-11). For an F-node, it needs to send location messages to its threat nodes (line [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, we designed and implemented a simulator on OMNeT++ and a prototype system based on off-the-shelf DJI DMV100 drones, and carried out a series of experiments on them. To analyze the experimental data, we defined the following evaluation metrics.
Adjust Distance (AD): the AD at the ith moment between an L-F nodes pair of the UAV network is defined as:
Algorithm 2 Communication Control Algorithm 1. Leader: // when a UAV acts as an L-node 2. initialize ω = ω 0 3.
initialize periodic time T = T 22 
4.
While(True) 5.
broadcast status message to followers 6. timeout(T ) //time out of the periodic time T 7.
If ω changed 8.
update T = T 21 9. Else 10.
update T = T 22 
// when node acts as a F-node 14. initialize periodic time T = T 1 15. While(True) 16 .
For each j ∈ T i 17.
send location message to node j 18.
End 19.
timeout(T ) 20. End where d t i+1 is the distance between the F-node and the L-node at time t i+1 , d t i is the distance between them at time t i , and the unit of AD is meter (m for short).
Total Adjust Distance (TAD), Average Adjust Distance (AAD) and Max Adjust Distance (MAD): the TAD, AAD, and MAD between an L-F nodes pair of the UAV network are defined as:
where t is the time interval between t i+1 and t i , N t is the total number of time intervals, and the unit of TAD, AAD and MAD is m, m/s and m, respectively. Obviously, the more frequent the distance between the two UAVs changes, the larger the value of AAD and TAD will be, and the more the network topology changes. Network Total Adjust Distance (NTAD) and Network Average Adjust Distance (NAAD): the NTAD and NAAD of the UAV network are defined as follows:
where the unit of NTAD and NAAD is m and m/s. Obviously, the more frequent the distance between the two UAVs changes, the larger the value of NTAD and NAAD will be.
Average Control Meassages (ACM): the ACM of the UAV network indicates the average control meassages used for flocking control during a unit time, and the unit of ACM is pkts/s. Extra Energy Consumption Ratio (EECR): the ratio of the extra energy consumption used for flocking adjustment to the normal flight energy consumption. The EECR of the ith UAV is defined as:
where D L is the total flying distance of the root leader node. Here, we assume that energy consumption is only proportional to the flying distance, and the leader does not hover during the flight. Ideally, the flight distance of a UAV should be the same as the root leader node. Therefore, the ratio of the extra energy consumption used for flocking adjustment to the normal flight energy consumption can be expressed as (20) .
A. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We built a UAV network simulation test environment on OMNeT++ [9] . The physical layer of the model mainly utilizes the Radio model and the Medium model. The MAC layer of the first layer network adopts Ad Hoc mode Wi-Fi and optimized link state routing (OLSR), and the second layer network adopts Access Point (AP) mode Wi-Fi, and the flocking control function we developed was added to each node. To reduce signal interference during communication, we use 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi channel in the first layer and 5 GHz Wi-Fi channel in the second layer. The simulated UAVN consists of 9 UAVs,L 11 is used as the root node in the first layer; L 12 and L 13 also acts as the leaders in the first layer, and they need to follow L 11 and each of them has two F-nodes. During the moving process of the UAVN, wireless communication interference and random wind interference are set. The main test parameters are shown in Table 1 . In order to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm in different scenarios, the root node follows two different trajectories, one is a straight line and the other is a circle. L 11 , L 12 and L 13 correspond to the leader nodes in the first layer. The remaining 6 UAVs are the second layer F-nodes, F 11 and F 12 follow L 11 ; F 21 and F 22 follow L 12 ; F 31 and F 32 follow L 13 . All UAVs may be subject to random interference during flight. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show four snapshots of the entire network at four different times during the flying process along straight and round trajectory, respectively. It can be found from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that during the whole network flight, the actual flight trajectory and network topology of the UAV node are deviated by random interference, but they can basically fly along a predetermined trajectory and maintain the topology stability. Table 2 shows the values of different metrics between different L-Fs pairs and the entire network under linear and round trajectory. It can be found from Table 2 that the values of the ADD index between different L-F nodes are less than 0.025 m/s, that is, the relative distance that each UAV needs to be adjusted per second during the flight is less than 0.025m. Compared with the maximum communication range between UAVs (r 2 = 70m), through our proposed control scheme, the UAVN can maintain a stable flight, thus ensuring the QoS of the UAV network. In terms of energy consumption, the EECR of all UAVs is below 3%, so the impact of flocking control on UAV energy consumption is within an acceptable range.
The short period T 21 and the long period T 22 proposed in Section IV, will affect the effectiveness of the algorithm and the performance of the network in different situations. To validate this inference, we run the PingAll module in OMNeT++ to take a test, in which each node periodically sends ping packets to all other nodes and records the number of response packets. The Number of Lost Packets (NLP) indicator is used to count the number of ping packets lost during the test. The test results are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 shows the changes in NTAD, NAAD, and NLP values during flight under different time periods T 21 and T 22 . It can be found from Table 3 that as time periods T 21 and T 22 continue to increase, the NTAD and NAAD values also gradually increase, which indicates the distance that the UAV needs to be adjusted is also increasing. Because when the time period T 21 and T 22 increase, the frequency of information sharing between UAVs also increases, which makes the adjustment of the relative position of the UAV network lagging behind. And that may make the adjustment cost of maintaining the flocking characteristics of the UAV network also increase, and even the network be interrupted. Different from the trend of NTAD and NAAD, when time period increases the NLP value decreases first and then increases. This is because when the time period is small, the information sharing frequency will be high. As a result, the number of control messages in the network at this time will be large, which may bring interference to other application messages that are normally transmitted. When the time period is large, although the number of control messages is reduced, the flocking characteristics of the network cannot be effectively maintained, and the QoS of the network is deteriorated. Therefore, an appropriate time interval should be selected when setting the broadcast period of the L-node. In particular, both the linear trajectory test and the round trajectory test in Table 3 belong to the case where the change in motion state is small (state change due only to random interference), so the main factor affecting the NTAD, NAAD, and NLP values is the long period T 22 .
In [24] , leader-followers method and artificial potential fields are also uses to solve flocking control problems of multiple UAVs, but the size of UAVs and the overhead of control information are not considered. In order to compare it with the method in this paper, the flocking control of the UAV network is carried out by two methods under the circular trajectory. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows the changes in NTAD and ACM values during flight under different methods. In Table 4 , as the number of UAVs in the network increases, the values of NTAD and ACM increase in both methods. This is because the larger the size of the UAV network, the more difficult the flocking control is, and the larger the distance that need to be adjusted and the number of control messages will be. However, in the case of the same UAV network size, the distance that needs to be adjusted and the number of control messages are relatively small under SIMFC. On the one hand, this paper uses a multi-layer flocking control scheme, which can reduce the complexity of flocking control and reduce the distance that nodes need to adjust. On the other hand, the use of integrated sensing and communication method can effectively reduce the number of control messages.
B. PROTOTYPE TEST AND RESULTS
A prototype is built using the DJI M100 drones (as shown in Figure 6 ), which can carry Wi-Fi modules. We have implemented the flocking control schemes on these drones, and each UAV Wi-Fi module has two wireless communication channels, i.e. 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Our flocking control scheme is implemented in the Raspberry Pi 3b+ embedded system [35] , and the RSS values of the neighboring node are read by the Wi-Fi module. The motion status and spatial information of a UAV are read through the M100 API, and sent to the relevant UAVs through the communication protocol. Each node can use the serial port to send the calculated flight command to the UAV, to achieve self-control of its own flight, and complete the task of maintaining the QoS of the UAV network with low energy consumption.
The parameters of the prototype system are shown in Table 5 .
In the network consisting of 4 DJI M100 UAVs, L 11 and L 12 are the L-nodes in the first layer, and F 11 and F 21 are the second layer F-nodes;F 11 follows L 11 , while F 21 follows L 12 . L 11 also acts as the root node in this UAVN. Figure 7 shows the movement of the entire network under the situation that L 11 is manually controlled by the remote controller, while the remaining UAVs are controlled by our flocking control scheme. It can be seen from Figure 7 that during the whole test period, the actual flight trajectory and network structure of the UAV nodes have a certain deviation due to random interference, but generally follow the trajectory of L 11 and maintain the original network structure. Table 6 shows the values of different metrics between different L-F nodes pairs and the entire network in our testing period. It can be found from Table 6 that the ADD values between different F-L nodes pairs are less than 0.21 m/s, that is, the relative distance that each UAV needs to be adjusted per second during the flight is less than 0.21m. Compared with the communication range between UAVs (r 2 = 80m), under the control of the algorithms presented in this paper, the UAVN can maintain a stable topology, thus ensuring the QoS of the UAV network. Although the experimental results in the prototype system have been able to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the experimental results in the prototype system are much worse than the simulation results on OMNet++. On the one hand, it is because the various interference of flights and communications in the real environment are more complicated. On the other hand, the control of the real UAV is not as ideal as it in the simulation platform.
VI. CONCLUSION
Flocking and topology control is critical for the robust running and maintenance of multi-Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) system. This paper proposes a swarm intelligenceinspired autonomous flocking control scheme for UAV Networks (UAVNs) to help them maintain their topology during the flying process, while ensuring the Quality of Service (QoS) of them with low energy consumption. Based on the idea of swarm intelligence, a distributed multi-layer flocking control scheme (called SIMFC), which enables a follower node to autonomously follow the leader node and resolves the problems of multiple F-nodes collision avoidance, is built. In SIMFC, a multi-layer network structure is used to reduce the complexity of flocking control, and each UAV should only adjust its own flying status according to its sensed information about its leader node and neighbors UAVs to maintain a stable flying status while avoiding collision. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposal, a simulator is built on OMNeT++ and a prototype is implemented using off-theshelf DJI M100 drones. Results of verification test and comparison test show that the proposed SIMFC could effectively help the UAVN to maintain the anticipated topology during various scenarios.
